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NDIS Conference Buzz
Excitement is building across Australia as the
NDIS New World Conference: Disability in the 21st
Century draws closer.
Join us to explore opportunities, share experiences
and learn about the technological innovations with
the potential to transform the disability sector.

Participants:
“Its an opportunity to engage, learn and influence
the solutions that will help me achieve my goals.
Access to the experts from around the world who are
influencing the changes taking place means that I can
increase my knowledge to live the life I choose.”

Service Providers:
“Engaging with other providers will enable collaborations
as we transition to Full Scheme and help us deliver great
products and services that support people with a
disability; we’re completely focused on service excellence
and have seen new horizons and opportunities to be
lean, scalable, contemporary and access innovative
digital technologies. In addition to sessions, we will check
out NDIS partners, technology demos run by the experts
who helped build the products, and get hands on
discussions where we can dig into the details.
It’s about connections and embracing the
transformation of our business requirements.”

Vendors:
“For us this conference is an essential investment that will
pay for itself and then some. This is my opportunity to
engage with participants, providers, vendors and the
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NDIA to discover new product and technology solutions,
improve technical proficiency and gain essential insights
about where the industry is headed.”

NDIA:
“In facilitating NDIS New World Conference: Disability
in the 21st Century, the NDIA has pulled together key
drivers for success in the transition to Full Scheme. It’s
a reflection of our commitment to support initiatives
that build capacity and capability of participants,
suppliers, and the NDIA to engage, manage and
support its evolution over time.”

The NDIA is committed to
the Scheme’s vision: “to
optimise social and economic
independence and full
Participation for people with
disability.”
Community:
“We understand that the NDIA is committed to the
Scheme’s vision: to “optimize social and economic
independence and full participation for people with
disability”. We have confidence in what the NDIS
means for participants of the Scheme and the
broader community.

